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It typically takes months, if not years for organizations like TIABC to influence changes to government
policies, regulations and legislation that are necessary for industries such as tourism to grow and prosper.
However, during the better part of two years of the COVID-19 crisis, the opposite was true.

Because assistance was necessary in order for many employees to keep their jobs and businesses to
survive, both the tourism industry and government needed to act quickly on relief and recovery measures
that could be adopted and accessed in short order.

As the pandemic first unfolded in March 2020 and carried on into early 2022, TIABC - together with its
national and provincial counterparts, as well as provincial sector partners - continued to work closely with
both the Province of BC and Government of Canada on a series of programs that provided funding and
other benefits to the vast majority (but not all) tourism and hospitality businesses throughout the province.

As the worst of the pandemic concluded by Q1 of 2022, BC’s visitor economy, by and large, not only survived
but ultimately enjoyed a strong year in many key tourism sub-sectors. At the same time, recovery was
neither uniform nor predictable throughout the province, with many businesses struggling to pay down
COVID-incurred debt and stay afloat, finding enough people to work, and re-establishing visitor demand
from international markets in particular.

Recognizing that so-called ‘normal’ was still at best two years away, in 2022 TIABC remained committed to
advocating for solutions to the many problems caused by the crisis, while at the same time introducing or
reintroducing recommendations on various industry issues that were deferred by government due to the
pandemic.

Our annual Advocacy Report Card provides a brief snapshot of the work we did on behalf of our members
and stakeholders in 2022. It also provides a synopsis of some of the organization’s key initiatives to ensure
that we’re transparent and accountable to our constituents for the objectives we set out to achieve.

Know too that in spite of some positive signs that tourism is on a positive trajectory in 2023, there is much
more work to do help our sector become more resilient, reach its full capacity, and thrive once again as
quickly as possible. For TIABC, it means both a sprint and marathon to ensure policy recommendations are
introduced and ultimately adopted for the benefit of BC’s visitor economy and communities throughout
the province.

We invite you to connect with us at any time for questions, comments or recommendations on TIABC’s
direction, as well as any other ideas or concerns pertaining to your business, DMO, organization or
community. As always, we look forward to hearing from you.

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR & CEO

It’s well-known that advocacy is a marathon, not a sprint.

JJ BELANGER, CHAIR WALT JUDAS, CEO
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TIABC’s Policy Committee regularly reviews a grid of priorities with a view to see
where government is positioned on a particular issue, if there are any possible or
impending policy changes that will affect tourism operators, and what policy we
need to prioritize to inform government of industry’s position. The committee
also determines whether TIABC has the knowledge and capacity to play a lead
role in advocating on a specific file, or whether and how we support the work of
another sector association to achieve a desired outcome.

We have also deliberately and strategically participated with and supported the
advocacy work of our key sector partners including (but not limited to), the
Tourism Industry Association of Canada, Provincial & Territorial Tourism Industry
Association, Tourism HR Canada, go2HR, Hardest Hit Coalition, Adventure
Tourism Coalition, BC Hotel Association, BC Regional Tourism Secretariat, BC
Destination Marketing Association Organization, and many others including
chambers of commerce, business associations and private companies.

It's important to note that TIABC has enjoyed a strong working relationship with
the Ministry of Tourism, Arts, Culture & Sport who we work closely with on a
number of files. Similarly, we worked with the Premier and several other
ministries to advance the interests of our sector and resolve some of the major
challenges we faced over the last year. We will continue to build those
relationships on behalf of our members and stakeholders, especially with a new
Premier and Tourism Minister in place.

INTRODUCTION
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NEW POLICIES

Major Events

Short-term Vacation Rentals

01

02

TIABC believes the attraction and hosting of large sporting, educational or
cultural events, festivals, and expositions constitutes an important component to
the recovery and future prosperity of the BC tourism sector, as well as other
benefits to local communities. As a result, TIABC maintains the time is now to
establish cohesive policies on major event attraction and hosting. Among our key
recommendations:

This policy brief reinforces the critical importance of having regulations
introduced and enforced within each community to address the growing issue of
tourist accommodation rentals within private residential homes. Short-term
vacation rentals (STVR) are a significant factor to the loss of affordable and
available rental housing for residents and workers in BC communities. Among
our key recommendations:

The Province of BC develops a
major events strategy that provides
clear objectives, responsibilities,
structure, dedicated resources,
processes, and other criteria for
attracting, bidding on and hosting
major events throughout BC.

TIABC recommends that all
operators of private short-term
vacation rentals should be licensed
and registered within each
community and agree to comply
with local regulations.

Governments, tourism, sports,
Indigenous, and arts and culture
organizations should work together
to pursue major events through a
systematic process that aligns
major event requirements with the
existing strengths and
characteristics of communities, and
which uses major events as a
means of advancing province-wide
goals and objectives.

TIABC suggests that communities
should consider restricting private
short- term vacation rentals…for
example as a percentage of the
overall rental pool in resort
communities or as a percentage in
an area/neighbourhood…and
encourage landlords to enter into
longer-term leases, perhaps
through an incentive.

In 2022, we introduced four new policies: Major Events; Short-term Vacation Rentals;
Campground Reservations; and Highway Signage.
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NEW POLICIES

Highway Signage

Camping Reservations

03

04

We learned from our colleagues at BC Lodging and Campgrounds Association
that service and attraction signage throughout the province is poorly maintained,
worn, or damaged and do not serve communities or industry well. Among our
key recommendations:

We submitted a policy to BC Parks to address the difficulties businesses have in
securing essential provincial campsites in order to provide trip and guest services
to BC residents and guests from around the world. Without prior and separate
access, many of these commercial operators won’t last. Among our key
recommendations:

The Ministry of Transportation conduct an annual audit of all existing signs,
introduce and publish guidelines for signage replacement, and upgrade
signs to include Indigenous communities.

Allow commercial operators up to four guaranteed reservations
annually, secured for two consecutive years to give them a chance to
market these excursions.
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SUBMISSIONS & POSITIONS

Protection of Old Growth Forests1.
TIABC signed a resolution to protect old
growth forests and to promote a more
sustainable forestry. The resolution also
focused on sustainable economic
development and diversification of Indigenous
communities who normally relied on forestry.

Plastic & Single Use Waste in BC2.
In the summer, the Province undertook a
consultation process on preventing plastic and
single use waste in BC. Although new
regulation in the context of protecting the
environment is a good thing, we requested
that tourism businesses be extended sufficient
time to adjust accordingly, deplete remaining
inventory, and educate visitors over a
prescribed period of time. Among other issues,
we also remain concerned about supply chain
and being able to source recyclable products.

Standing Committee on 
Finance & Government Services4.

TIABC recommended that the province secure
the Resort Municipality Initiative for the
foreseeable future, and more importantly,
create a parallel program to help tourism
dependent communities that are not part of
RMI. We also requested additional emergency
operations funding for regional destination
management organizations to help with crisis
response. Finally, we asked that the province
avoid further erosion of the municipal and
regional district tax and leave it as is for
marketing, projects and programs.

Municipal & Regional District Tax3.
We continued to work on the MRDT file, both
from the perspective of endeavouring to retain
the existing funding system for tourism
marketing, projects and programs, but also
with the goal of fixing some of the nuances
within MRDT that can prove to be problematic.

The legislation allows for some tax leakage…
whether via OTAs or in the case of some
communities, long-term stays. We also very
much opposed the situation in Tofino whereby
district council appealed to the province to
allow for the usage of MRDT to help fund debt-
servicing on their new wastewater treatment
plant.
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SUBMISSIONS & POSITIONS
Pre-budget Submission 
to Federal Government5.

In TIABC’s pre-budget submission to the
federal government, our policy committee
supported the recommendations put forward
by TIABC and its provincial and national
counterparts for government to implement a
comprehensive Tourism Immigration Strategy,
as well as an Indigenous Workforce Strategy.
We also supported the reintroduction of a
visitor’s tax rebate, the creation of more
Indigenous tourism assets, and to streamline
and facilitate more access across our borders.

Federal Tourism Growth Strategy6.
Our submission focussed on attracting and
retaining a sustainable tourism workforce,
including developing a specific tourism
immigration stream and creating an easier
pathway for permanent residency status. It
also recommended an investment in
destination product development such as a
business events strategy. The third pillar
addressed the opportunity to build
infrastructure and improve access
management for visitors including an
investment in facilities such as the Belleville
Terminal in Victoria.

New Tourism Emergency
Management Framework Introduced8.

Along with the Ministry of Tourism, Arts,
Culture & Sport, TIABC co-chairs the Tourism
Emergency Management Committee (TEMC)
that also includes Destination BC, Indigenous
Tourism BC, Emergency Management BC, BC
Regional Tourism Secretariat and BC
Destination Marketing Organization
Association.

In 2022, the TEMC introduced the province’s
first BC Tourism Emergency Management
Framework, providing a unified structure to
support tourism partners and visitors on
matters related to the four pillars of emergency
management – mitigation, preparedness,
response and recovery.

The Framework will help reduce the industry’s
vulnerabilities and risks and lessen the
potentially adverse impacts to visitor
experiences during emergencies. It also aligns
with the province’s comprehensive emergency
management plans vis-a-vis strengthening
integration and consideration of visitors and
the tourism industry before, during and after
an emergency by improving tourism industry
preparedness, managing destination
reputation, and reducing economic impact to
businesses.

Sport Tourism - 2030 Olympic Bid,
Invictus Games, FIFA World Cup7.

TIABC engaged with the Canadian Olympic
Committee, Four Host First Nations, City of
Vancouver and the Province of British
Columbia to review the feasibility of hosting
the 2030 Olympic Winter Games in British
Columbia. TIABC offered support letters, spoke
with media and participated in multiple
discussions on the prospect of the games
returning to BC before government’s decision
not to provide funding guarantees.

Similarly TIABC offered its advocacy support
through meetings with government, letters
and media relations to help organizers secure
the 2026 FIFA World Cup and 2025 Invictus
Games.
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TIABC POLICY COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Barrett Fisher, Chair
Tourism Whistler

Beverley De Santis

Joss Penny 

Western Canada Theatre

BC Lodging &
Campgrounds Association

Brenda Baptiste 
Indigenous Tourism BC

Kathy MacRae

Paul Vallee 

Commercial Bear Viewing
Association of BC

Gaining Edge Consulting

Michael J. Ballingall 

Sandra Oldfield 

John Wilson 

Big White Ski Resort

Elysian Projects

Wilson’s Transportation
Group
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TIABC commits to champion the values of diversity, equity, inclusion, and
reconciliation by listening, learning and acting. We foster a working environment
where we value and develop employees, directors, volunteers, members, advisors,
contractors and partners of all backgrounds and experiences. In addition to
offering full participation in programs, policy formulation, and advocacy initiatives,
TIABC endeavours to build respect, dignity, fairness, and equality in everything we
do. We pledge to share best practices in advocating for diversity, equity, inclusion,
and reconciliation within BC’s tourism and hospitality industry, and seek to
achieve the annual goals and objectives we set around this topic to hold us
accountable.

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION &
RECONCILIATION (DEIR) COMMITTEE

01
02

Gender parity (50% women and/or non-binary people) on Canadian
boards and/or in senior management.

Significant representation (30%) on Canadian boards and/or senior
management of members of other equity-deserving groups, including
those who identify as Racialized, Black, and/or People of colour, People
with disabilities, 2SLGBTQ+ and/or gender and sexually diverse
individuals, and Aboriginal and/or Indigenous Peoples.

In recognition of the need for TIABC to take a leadership role in advancing diversity, equity,
inclusion and reconciliation within the tourism industry, as well as addressing
shortcomings organizationally, we formed a DEIR committee to assist the Board in its role
to establish key metrics and a path forward to ensure TIABC becomes a fair and equitable
association well represented by all underserved parties in the tourism industry. TIABC’s
Board of Directors approved a motion that the committee become a permanent working
committee within the organization.

As a first step, TIABC’s Board of Directors and staff affirmed the following core value:

TIABC also committed to the 50-30 challenge introduced by the Government of
Canada that asks organizations to aspire to two goals:
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DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION &
RECONCILIATION (DEIR) COMMITTEE

As part of the commitment, we
conducted a confidential internal
audit of our staff and board to
determine our current benchmark
and how far we need to move the
needle to meet our goals.

01.

TIABC entered into a partnership
with WORTH Association (Women
of Recreation, Tourism &
Hospitality) as part of their
Leadership Circle, focussing
specifically on a commitment to
participate in the WORTH
mentorship program.

03.
TIABC signed an agreement with
#NotMe adding the
organization’s support and voice
to encourage individuals and
organizations to use this service
(app) as an effective and safe tool
for reporting sexual harassment
in the workplace.

04.

Each board and staff member
completed go2HR’s Safer Spaces
training that focusses on creating
sexual harassment-free
workplaces in our sector.

02.
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DEIR COMMITTEE MEMBERS

JJ Belanger 

Miranda Ji 

Crystal Cove Beach
Resort & Chair, TIABC

Destination Greater
Victoria & TIABC Director

Jarrett Bachman 
Fairleigh Dickinson
University & Destination
British Columbia

Joanne Burns-Millar

Chris Lewis 

Pacific Destinations &
TIABC Director

Tourism Kelowna & TIABC
Director

Brenda Baptiste

Sandra van Steijn

Indigenous Tourism BC 
& TIABC Director

Sandra Oldfield, Chair
Elysian Projects & TIABC
Vice-Chair

St. Eugene Golf Resort &
Casino & TIABC Director
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Barrett Fisher
Tourism Whistler



COMMUNICATIONS

Since January 2022, TIABC issued over 80 C-19 Bulletins, Voice of Tourism newsletters
and Special Editions aimed at keeping industry informed on rapidly evolving
government programs, policy development, travel restrictions and other pertinent
information. Initially distributed twice each week, the C-19 Bulletin was renamed the
Voice of Tourism in June 2022 and reduced to a weekly publication (Fridays). 

On average, the newsletter experiences an impressive open rate of 40%. 
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Sign up for TIABC's Voice of
Tourism newsletter at

Read past newsletters at

www.tiabc.ca

https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-
voice-of-tourism-newsletter/

VOICE OF TOURISM NEWSLETTERSS

http://www.tiabc.ca/
https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-voice-of-tourism-newsletter/


COMMUNICATIONS

As the primary advocate for British Columbia’s visitor economy, TIABC has been a leader
in providing a trusted and informative voice, representing the interests of the tourism
and hospitality industry to various audiences through its extensive media network. In
2022, TIABC’s CEO, Board Chair and several directors delivered insightful commentary
on the state and needs of BC’s tourism industry in over 120 print articles, as well as
countless provincial and national radio and television interviews. 
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MEDIA RELATIONS 

check out TIABC in the news https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-news/

https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-news/
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COMMUNICATIONS
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MEDIA RELATIONS 

Tourism impact of hosting World Cup Games
April 15, 2022
Global News Morning BC

No Additional relief coming for BC drivers right
away as gas prices continue to soar
May 9, 2022
Global News Hour at 6 BC

check out TIABC in the news https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-news/

'It's time': Vancouver travellers welcome
expected changes to rules at borders, airports
September 21, 2022
CTV News Vancouver

Federal government pauses vaccine mandate for
travelers
June 14 2022
Global News Hour at 6 BC

https://vancouver.citynews.ca/2022/10/27/bc-no-support-vancouver-2030-olympics/
https://soundcloud.com/user-965676831/jeff-andreas-walt-judas-august-11?utm_source=clipboard&utm_campaign=wtshare&utm_medium=widget&utm_content=https%253A%252F%252Fsoundcloud.com%252Fuser-965676831%252Fjeff-andreas-walt-judas-august-11
https://globalnews.ca/news/8821332/no-help-bc-drivers-gas-prices-soar/#:~:text=The%20B.C.%20government%20will%20not,rocketing%20price%20at%20the%20pumps.
https://globalnews.ca/video/8763080/tourism-impact-of-hosting-world-cup-games
https://globalnews.ca/video/8763080/tourism-impact-of-hosting-world-cup-games
https://globalnews.ca/news/8821332/no-help-bc-drivers-gas-prices-soar/#:~:text=The%20B.C.%20government%20will%20not,rocketing%20price%20at%20the%20pumps.
https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-news/
https://tiabc.ca/category/tiabc-news/
https://globalnews.ca/video/8921341/federal-government-pauses-vaccine-mandate-for-travelers/
https://bc.ctvnews.ca/it-s-time-vancouver-travellers-welcome-expected-changes-to-rules-at-borders-airports-1.6077590
https://bc.ctvnews.ca/it-s-time-vancouver-travellers-welcome-expected-changes-to-rules-at-borders-airports-1.6077590
https://globalnews.ca/video/8921341/federal-government-pauses-vaccine-mandate-for-travelers/


COMMUNICATIONS

Complementing our media relations strategy, TIABC has amplified its messaging
by delivering fresh insights to our widespread audience through social media
channels - LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram & Twitter. Engagement, number of
posts, number of followers and total impressions increased substantially in 2022
compared to 2021 activity.

Despite a strengthened online presence through TIABC’s social media content
delivery, the quality of our existing website impacted our online success.
Consequently,  in Fall 2022 we launched an enhanced, user friendly, more
engaging and resourceful website that better communicates TIABC’s brand by
clearly establishing who we are, what we represent, and what we stand for.
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TIABC BRAND, WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA

Audience Growth

Social Media Review
105%

34%
163%

35%
34%

687%

Audience

Total Engagement

Total Impressions

Sent Messages

Video Views

www.tiabc.ca

http://www.tiabc.ca/


Reshaping the Workplace
with an EDI Framework

Sparking and Supporting
Tourism Innovation in BC

COMMUNICATIONS

TIABC’s Webinar Series continued to deliver relevant and timely information in 2022,
tailored to meet the needs of the ever-changing tourism landscape. After
conducting a review of current industry resources and identifying gaps in
information distribution, TIABC refocused its strategy and scheduled webinars with
subject matter experts aimed at addressing current situations, industry needs, and
opportunities. TIABC continues to work with professionals in various fields, with the
goal to increase the frequency of our webinar series in 2023. 

TIABC CEO Walt Judas created TIABC’s Voice of Tourism Podcast Series to provide
members and stakeholders with insightful content and a unique perspective on
industry developments, policy directives, the work that industry leaders are doing,
and the opportunities that exist for businesses, communities, and government
within the visitor economy. Three episodes were recorded late 2022:

TIABC’s Voice of Tourism Podcast Series will be releasing additional episodes
throughout 2023 available on Spotify, or TIABC's website HERE.

Recordings of 2022 Webinars:
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WEBINARS & PODCASTS 

TIABC Webinar Series 

TIABC’s Voice of Tourism Podcast Series

Episode 1

Episode 3

Joss Penny, Executive Director, BC
Lodging & Campgrounds
Association talks about the
camping sector including issues
the sector is contending with.

Ross Cloutier, Executive Director,
HeliCat Canada discusses the
adventure tourism sector and his
organization’s contribution to
tourism in BC.

Episode 2
Kathy MacRae, Executive Director,
Commercial Bear Viewing
Association discusses the
Adventure Tourism Coalition’s
proposed Adventure Tourism
Strategy

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/0L0fFfgDyhO9QtVhrrh4VuY-Yt8qkKvluEtYbsdUC9MO7CgHywqs-kRbR6AXta93.c0r33Ez8QGyC0pUl
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/play/omOMqbA_fUhnx6XcPtop1eExfuKitJ2V4aP7TzyWAn6FXWjQHpdzUyK8HUpyMK-oTAZC9aBm83YrTbHP.HQ00cLwa55w1DWpX?startTime=1673985687000&_x_zm_rtaid=CqOeHxfQRFqVHOTZqJrXNA.1675366402051.50f475123626d0b0cc458a08115fc364&_x_zm_rhta=
https://tiabc.ca/category/podcasts/
https://tiabc.ca/tiabcs-voice-of-tourism-podcast-episode-1-joss-penny/
https://tiabc.ca/tiabcs-voice-of-tourism-podcast-episode-3-ross-cloutier/
https://tiabc.ca/tiabcs-voice-of-tourism-podcast-episode-2-katherine-macrae/


BC’s Communities

Diversity & Inclusion

Reconciliation

Sustainability & 
The Environment

BC’s Workforce

Accessibility & InclusionTHE VALUE OF
TOURISM

COMMUNICATIONS

In January 2022, TIABC launched The Value of Tourism (VoT) initiative. This project
was made possible through PacifiCan funding and in collaboration with Destination
BC and the five regions that make up the BC Regional Tourism Secretariat (BCRTS).
A series of videos were developed to increase the understanding of tourism as a
powerful engine for economic, cultural, and social well-being, and to secure cross-
government support for tourism investments by describing how tourism benefits
every community and region in British Columbia.

This project was also delivered to increase interest in tourism as a career choice, as
well as provide insight into how tourism can be a catalyst for addressing major
issues and opportunities such as climate change, sustainability, reconciliation,
workforce, among other priorities. The videos range from about 35 seconds to three
minutes and feature the diverse aspects of the province. The video series is available
on TIABC’s website and YouTube channel and includes six key topics under the
central heading The Value of Tourism to:

View the Value of Tourism videos HERE.
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VALUE OF TOURISM VIDEO SERIES

https://tiabc.ca/the-value-of-tourism/
https://tiabc.ca/the-value-of-tourism/
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COMMUNICATIONS

May 29 – June 4, 2022 marked “Tourism Week” - an
annual, national and provincial invitation for all
tourism partners and stakeholders to come
together to champion and promote our
destinations, tourism businesses, and employees.

TIABC partnered with Destination BC to develop a
comprehensive toolkit that aligned with messaging
by our national partners – TIAC - #GreenMeansGo -
and provided industry with valuable resources and
information to assist in the development of new
initiatives and implement innovative ideas. 

In preparation for the October 15th, 2022
municipal election, TIABC developed its
2022 Municipal Election Toolkit. With the
understanding that some decision makers
overlook the tourism industry in the context
of planning, policy and investment
opportunities, the three-step kit was
designed to provide industry with the right
data, messages and questions to elevate
the importance of BC’s visitor economy and
to position industry businesses, sectors and
stakeholders as leaders of today. 

The Municipal Election Toolkit continues to
be a valuable tool for industry stakeholders
to connect with local and provincial
government to inform about any issues
and barriers to growth facing BC’s visitor
economy. 
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TOURISM WEEK 2022 TOOLKIT

MUNICIPAL ELECTION TOOLKIT

The 2022 Tourism Week Industry Toolkit was widely distributed through TIABC
distribution channels (e-newsletter, social media, website, email) and contained
comprehensive resources that included: BC government resources, key messaging,
Tourism Week Fact Sheet, suggested social media posts, infographics, Value of Tourism
videos, “We Are Tourism” graphics, ideas to celebrate Tourism Week, Sustainable
Tourism Pledge 2030, TIAC resources and Tourism Week in BC.
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For the second consecutive year, TIABC collaborated with the BC Hotel
Association (BCHA) for the 2022 BC Tourism and Hospitality Conference. The
event themed “Kickstarting The Comeback” was highlighted by the return to
an in-person conference held in Richmond. The conference was a noted
success, exceeding goals for the number of registered delegates and record-
breaking revenues to help support TIABC’s advocacy priorities. The event also
included a gala awards celebration where nine awards were given out that
recognized and celebrated excellence within BC’s tourism & hospitality industry. 

As in previous years, in lieu of speaker gifts, the BC Tourism & Hospitality
Conference provided financial support to the BC Hospitality Foundation to
support BC hospitality employees facing financial crisis due to a health condition.

COMMUNICATIONS
2022 BC TOURISM & HOSPITALITY CONFERENCE 

DAYS OF CONFERENCE 
PRESENTATIONS ATTENDEES

SPONSORS
SESSIONS 
(9 PLENARIES, 
17 BREAKOUTS)SPEAKERS

SILENT AUCTION ITEMSVENDORS

2 1/2
500+

4226
65

5933



Fiona Wray
Finance

Deborah Kulchiski
Manager, Special Projects

Pria Flanagan
Social Media Coordinator

Walt Judas

Raymond Chan
Principal, RCA Consulting

Raymond Chan provides strategic
planning and policy advice to
TIABC, as well as government,
industry, and non-profit
organizations. An MBA graduate
from UBC, he has over 30 years
experience as a senior executive
in tourism and government,
including serving as Assistant
Deputy Minister, Strategy and
Policy for the BC government,  

Vice President, Tourism British Columbia, and Managing
Director, Pacific Carbon Trust. He currently serves as a
board member of Destination Greater Victoria. His previous
volunteer service includes Governance Chair for Tourism
Vancouver Island and advisory board member for the Royal
Roads University School of Tourism and Hospitality
Management.

Ed Mansfield
Founder & President, 
Mansfield Consulting Inc.

Aside from working with TIABC,
Ed has more than 30 years of
experience in providing
consulting services to public
and private companies,
professional associations,
industry organizations, and
government agencies. He has
worked extensively with the
tourism, major events, arts and
culture, and entertainment
sectors from across Canada and 

the United States and has directed and executed
numerous projects involving economic impacts,
forecasting, feasibility studies, strategic planning, and
industry analysis. Ed has also worked with senior leadership
at all levels of government and has led many studies
involving the development of public policy. Ed has Ph.D.
and M.S. degrees in Applied Mathematics from the
University of Washington, and a B.Sc. in Mathematics and
Statistics from the University of BC.

Val Litwin
Strategic Advisor, 
Brainchild Strategies Inc.,

Val has established a track
record as a visionary leader with
extraordinary business
experience. He is a team builder
and proven advocate for
women, seniors, small business
and underrepresented groups.
His success draws from
experience founding and
running social enterprise,
business in the not-for-profit
sector. His track record shows 

he is a passionate, inspiring, values-driven individual who
can unite differing perspectives.

LRS is a boutique tourism and
recreation consultancy that
provides customized solutions to
clients such as TIABC that grapple
with high profile, complex issues
in destination development and
management. LRS specializes in
integrating diverse stakeholders
behind common objectives using
innovative, evidence-based
approaches to tourism research
and planning. Since 2013, Peter

has guided teams in over 100 projects and in every region
of BC, helping destinations focus on responsible, long-term
strategies that benefit the industry, residents, the natural
environment, and our sacred Indigenous cultures. Peter is
Instructional Faculty at Thompson Rivers University in
Kamloops, teaching senior undergraduate courses in
tourism research methods, sustainable tourism planning,
agri-tourism & soft adventure tourism, technology &
tourism, small business development, and experience
management. Peter is the founding partner of Cedar
Haven Resort in Clearwater.

Peter Larose
Principal, Larose 
Research & Strategy (LRS)

MEET THE TEAM AND CONSULTANTS

CEO
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TIABC TEAM

TIABC POLICY ADVISORS
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Connect With Us!

/TourismIndustryAssociationBC

/tiabc_ca

/tiabc_ca

/tourism-industry-association-of-bc

OUR PRIORITY IS
TO ADVOCATE ON

YOUR BEHALF

Tourism Industry
Association of BC
#200 – 948 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6Z 1N9

www.tiabc.ca
604-685-5956
info@tiabc.ca

https://www.facebook.com/TourismIndustryAssociationBC
https://twitter.com/TIABC_CA
https://www.instagram.com/tiabc_ca/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/tourism-industry-association-of-bc
http://www.tiabc.ca/
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